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Welcome to Joro, and congratulations on taking the first 
step towards learning to fly with us. 

We take great pride in our experiences and there’s a 
unique adventure to be found in every trip that we plan. 
Whether you’re immersing yourself in another culture or 
pushing yourself to the limit on an expedition, every 
journey with Joro is designed around you and your 
passions. 

Travelling with Joro grants you access, not just to places, 
but also to the people who make the world remarkable. 
We work with a network of talented individuals – from 
seasoned explorers to imaginative craftspeople – who will 
help you travel deeper, introducing you to new 
communities and habitats on the ground. 

We look forward to working with you to create a truly 
spectacular experience. 

All the best, 



Customised Jet Suit

The start line.Creator Richard Browning testing out the new suit
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The Next Frontier in Human Flight

This experience is designed to teach you how to fly a jet suit 
in order to allow you entry into the 2020 Gravity Race Series. 
This is an exciting and challenging undertaking that would put 
you at the forefront of this innovation in human flight and give 
you a central position in an exclusive and pioneering new 
sport. 

We have broken down this adventure into two phases, the first 
will see you fly for the first time at the pilot training facility in 
the UK. Here you will build up your confidence and learn to 
operate the Jet Suit over a private two day intensive course. 

Your instructors are the very people who helped design and 
test this new technology so you will be in safe and capable 
hands. 

The experience will be extraordinary and will not only gift you 
some unforgettable memories but also introduce you to the 
wonders of this remarkable new sport, leaving you with skills 
and the means to take on phase two; the 2020 Gravity Race 
Series.



Three different models of Jet Suit 
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The suit is propelled by two mini jet engines strapped to each 
forearm and a slightly larger jet affixed to your back. The 
combined propulsion is equal to 1,050 horsepower, this is 
more power than a formula one race car can produce. 

The engine on your back provides a great deal of lift, while the 
two smaller engines on each arm give you stability and help 
you to control your direction in a safe and very manageable 
way. Flying the Jet Suit requires concentration, muscle power 
and a good sense of balance, however the controls are so 
simple that anyone can be taught to use the Jet Suit in as little 
as 15 minutes. Then it’s just practise, practise, practise.  

The engines are also designed to automatically spool down 
slowly, so the worst thing that can happen is a slow descent to 
the surface. If that surface happens to be water, a built-in life 
preserver will automatically inflate. 

The flight time is between 5-10 minutes depending on how 
fast and high you are flying. The suit weighs 27kg and has an 
altitude limit of 12,000ft, the current speed record sits at 
32mph.

The Jet Suit



PHASE ONE 
Pilot Training
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Title Text

Title Text

Learning on the tether True unassisted flight for the first time - an experience you’ll never forget!

The first phase of the adventure takes place at the pilot 
training facility, located in the English countryside near 
Salisbury. 

This is a private two day formal pilot training course. The 
majority of your training takes place inside the Gravity hangar 
where you will pilot the Jet Suit while tethered to a crane that 
prevents you from flying off the platform. It is here that you 
will take your first flight and learn the skills required to pilot 
the Jet Suit safely.  

After demonstrating to your instructors that you have 
mastered the relevant techniques you will be able to fly 
without the tether. 

After putting your newfound skills to the test and completing 
the two day training course you now have the potential to 
qualify for phase two.

Pilot Training



PHASE TWO 
The Gravity Race Series
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Gravity Race Series Showcase 2018

Plans to make the series into a major spectator sport Warm up

After demonstrating your new aeronautical skills in front of the 
instructors they may deem you good enough to own your very 
own state of the art custom Jet Suit. This would make you part 
of an exclusive community of Jet Suit pilots and put you at the 
forefront of a remarkable new sport, the Gravity Race Series. 

The Gravity Race Series is a brand new sport, akin to Red Bull’s 
airplane racing series, where Jet Suit pilots race through the 
sky careening around inflatable pylons and, in the flying suit's 
case, confronting challenges like obstacles and touch-and-go 
platforms that pilots will have to land on and traverse on foot 
before leaping back into the air.  

The sport is still in its infancy due mainly to the fact that the 
technology has only just arrived, however there are plans to 
make the series into a major league spectator sport. At 
present there are six teams comprised of two pilots each, 
using three suits in total. The races are conducted over water 
and relatively low to the ground, for safety purposes.

The Gravity Race Series 



Caption here
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Race Vision

HEATS: Individual pilot heats kick off the Race Series, running 
the course to set lap times, which dictate their Race heat 
positions akin to F1 

RACES: Then follows two laps, of 2-4 minutes each, before a 
flying finish and landing on individual podium positions 
directly in front of the audience, thereby creating maximum 
audience – competitor connection 

STORIES: Each race heat is separated by big-screen athlete 
profiles, back stories and training footage 

ENTERTAINMENT: Supporting activities around the Race: 
headline music band; VR and AR simulators; other cutting 
edge technology from Race partners and sponsors 

SPONSORS: Either fly your own suit or sponsor a team.
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Costs Inclusions & Exclusions

The super hero launch 

I T E M  C O S T  ( G B P )

Weekend Introduction to Pilot 
Training 

£15,000

Custom Jet Suit £340,000

Included : 

• Lunch with instructors during training days 

• Two full days of one on one training at the pilot training 
facility  

• Use of Gravity Jet Suit 

• Option to purchase very own Jet Suit - if purchased the cost 
of training is discounted against the suit cost 

Excluded : 

• Insurance coverage—personal, medical & evacuation 

• Meals and accommodation not listed 

• Tips and gratuities 

• Anything not specifically mentioned as included 

• Entrance into the Gravity Race Series - this will be discussed 
during your pilot training and is granted on a case by case 
basis.  
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